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Is the future
of retail in the
Metaverse:
Everything You
Need to Know

You may have first heard of the Metaverse when Facebook founder Mark
Zuckerberg announced that his company would now be called Meta.
The term had been in existence since the early 90’s but it is now being
used to describe a multifaceted connection of the physical and virtual
worlds. Citizens of the Metaverse will have a sense of being a part of what
Zuckerberg calls an embodied internet. Users will be brought together
for shared experiences and community not previously available through
traditional 2D webpages and applications. All of this will be made possible
by increasingly powerful computers, interactive platforms, and virtual
reality devices. So, is the future of retail in the Metaverse?

The Rebound of Unbound Design

The merging of the physical world with the virtual world brings new life to
the evolving concept of shopping. The Internet helped hasten the demise
of retail shopping malls around the world, as consumers became more
comfortable with digital shopping on Amazon and former brick-andmortar vendors that embraced the new format. But online stores lack the
visceral, live shopping experience that consumers crave.
The future of retail in the Metaverse will offer shoppers an experience that
is not bound by traditional design. Designers and programmers will be
able to model a store in whatever fashion is desired, from an old-fashioned
mall to the surface of the moon. Platform designers such as Obsess are
developing shopping experiences that connect major retailers with
shoppers anywhere in the world. VR sites are already utilizing experiential
devices such as the Oculus headsets to allow users to explore virtual worlds
and games. It will be a natural progression to begin shopping in these new
fantastical worlds.
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The Future of Retail: Shopping With Avatars

Online gamers and chat room users have long understood the digital
avatar as an image or graphical rendering used to represent an individual
in the digital world. The Metaverse will allow online users to shop and
engage with products in the virtual world using a digital avatar
of their choosing and/or design. Imagine entering this new type of store
and engaging with products AND other people using your virtual avatar.
This experience might initially reflect traditional consumer behaviors but
would eventually become its own unique experience.
Of course, the future of retail in the metaverse would also allow you to
not just shop with your avatar but also shop for your avatar. Stores could
offer unique outfits and items that allow users to develop their online
persona to better reflect their physical self or possibly their idealized
self. Additionally, physical product vendors might include digital gear for
avatars with qualifying purchases to blend the physical and virtual worlds.

Stores could offer unique
outfits and items that allow
users to develop their online persona to better reflect
their physical self or possibly
their idealized self.

Embracing the Future of Retail in the Metaverse

Shopping activity in the Metaverse may be a somewhat new concept to
many users, but it is already being embraced by a wide array of brands and
companies. Among the most popular use cases beyond avatar shopping:
•
•

•
•

•

Virtual Reality - Some retailers are already developing platforms that
take advantage of the experience provided by virtual reality gear such
as the Oculus headsets.
Integrated Branding - For many years, brands have paid for product
placement in films and TV. Now companies like Procter & Gamble and
Hellman’s are partnering with online gaming to be a part of the digital
environment.
Selling NFTs (non-fungible tokens) - Digital renderings of items for
purchase in the digital world can be purchased from major brands like
Crockpot.
Augmented Reality - Retailers like Amazon and IKEA have begun to
invest in augmented reality so users can go beyond visualizing items in
the digital world to using phone apps to see how a given item will look
on their physical body or in their homes and offices.
Products for Digital Avatars - Major brands like Gucci and Louis
Vuitton have begun selling digital accessories like handbags and
jewelry for virtual avatars.

The merging of the physical
world with the virtual
world brings new life to
the evolving concept of
shopping.
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Improving the Online Shopping Experience

Companies like Alibaba have already begun to introduce virtual shopping
experiences to their customers. Using the annual shopping holiday
in China, Singles Day, Alibaba has been offering special purchasing
options to their customers for years. The newest of these experiences is
the introduction of the virtual store. Shoppers can use VR headsets or
disposable cardboard holders paired with their smartphones to explore a
virtual store similar to any other physical retailers. It’s an exciting way for
retailers to provide a unique experience to keep consumers visiting and
buying on their sites.

Reference:
https://www.simplilearn.com/retail-in-metaverse-article

FEATURED FURNITURE:
Oakâme, a French company based
in the North of France, designs
unique, elegant, ecological
furniture, Made in France. Their
indoor and outdoor furniture, is
crafted from superior quality oak
beams, recovered from 19th and
20th century buildings.

“FURNITURE CHARGED
WITH HISTORY.”
Oakâme is in tune with the times. We craft intelligent furniture, selecting quality
material, ensuring ecological production. We respond to the contemporary
challenges facing our society: ecology, new technology and modernity.
To ensure the traceability of the timber, we have integrated an innovative new
technology. Oakâme furniture has an NFC tag enabling users to access detailed
technical information, revealing its history, characteristics and origin, through a
mobile portal.
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Founders

Having grown up surrounded by carpentry, Hugo knew
his calling from a young age. In his garage in Lille, he
started building furniture from recycled materials for
his own house. Pallets quickly made way for other noble
wood, particularly oak, as he developed his technique,
vision and creations.
Christopher, who is both curious and adventurous by
nature, brings his analytical and expert eye to the diverse
markets that he studies meticulously. He dedicates his
time to researching and contrasting the information
available around him, in search of hidden treasure.
The workshop in Lille has become their private hub and
creative space. Passion, expertise and know-how meet
daily, to develop the best formula for each Oakâme
product.
Quality
Oakâme aims to guarantee the durability of each piece of furniture, so we select
high quality and resistant materials. The natural robustness of oak beams and the
choice of cushion filling, using pioneering production technologies, ensure that the
furniture will last at least 10 years from the date of manufacture.
Handcrafted
Far from being industrially produced, Oakâme furniture shows off its Made in
France craftsmanship. From the construction of each solid oak structure, through
to making the cushion covers: we extol the excellence and uniqueness of our
meticulously hand-crafted products, whose finishing touches highlight their
singular, simple and elegant designs.
Recycled
Oakâme is serious about sustainable development and eco-responsible production.
We commit to the planet through the use of recycled materials. Our fabrics are
partly made from plastic bottles. To achieve this, we source from innovative
companies with the same philosophy, based on the circular economy.
Reference: www.oakame.com
Dubai Showroom: Bloom Outdoor
Furniture Trading LLC, Vincitore
Boulevard Showroom 11

5 Reasons to Enter Architectural Ideas
Competitions
Architecture competitions have been an important part of
innovation in the field for centuries. Throughout the decades
architecture competitions have helped source the best and most
unique designs for projects, fuelled community development, and
created huge publicity around new projects. And while that’s great
for developers, what are the benefits of taking part in architecture
competitions? [1]

1. They offer you the freedom to design your dreams.
Competitions often stand on a hypothetical premise. Organizers are
hoping to gather the widest breadth of ideas for the given site. In other
words, they are not looking for the most ordinary proposal. As long as
you are fulfilling the baseline functional requirements, the rest is up to
you! Design your heart out, and who knows, perhaps your entry will be
the chosen one.
2. They provide the opportunity to experiment and improve.
Oftentimes at work or school, there is little next to no leeway to
experiment with unconventional ideas and representation methods.
The risk of investing time and effort, only to get unwanted results is
sometimes too high for formal projects. Competitions might be the
perfect test rat for your radical concepts and visualization techniques.
Many architectural innovations occurred during competitions due to
the special nature of this format.
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3. They offer opportunities for
international recognition and validation.
Competitions tend to draw attention
from the public media. Depending on the
prestige of the competition, the winning
architect can become an instant world star.
For most competitions, the bottom line
covers exposure to potential future clients,
and establishing your presence in the
industry. As Phineas T. Barnum once said,
“There’s no such thing as bad publicity.” and
competitions can certainly place you on
either side of history.
4. They provide extra motivation to
produce excellent work.
Knowing that there are others competing
for the same prize is a great motivation to
work hard, and produce excellent work. As a
result, you may achieve quality of work you
may not have achieved had you worked on
your own.
5. They’re fun!
Last but not least, enter architecture
competitions for the joy of sports. There is
something motivating about competition
for the first place with talents around the
world. When the competition is over, you
can marvel at other entrants’ creativity.[2]
Take part in an architecture competition!
References:
www.architecturecompetitions.com
1. ^ https://architecturecompetitions.com/top-3-reasons-why-you-should-enter-architecturecompetitions
2. ^ https://architizer.com/blog/inspiration/industry/top-architectural-ideas-competitions/
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